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Characterizations of forcibly Chordal, forcibly strongly chordal, forcibly interval and forcibly 
trivially perfect graphical sequences are given. 
1. Introduction 
Finite non-oriented graphs without loops and multiple edges are considered. 
A sequence 
~r = (dl, d2, . . . , d,) 
of integers is called graphical if there exists an n-vertex graph-realization of ~t for 
which dl, ..., d, are the degrees of its vertices. We denote by GQt) the set of 
realizations of ~r. 
Let P be an abstract graph-theoretical property, and let G(P)  be the set of 
graphs with property P. P is called forcible if G(P)N G(~)~ 0 implies GQt)c_ 
G(P). 
To what extent is a graph determined by the sequence of degrees of its 
vertices? What unifies all graphs from G(:r)? We know few forcible properties. 
Sometimes this sequence determines a graph up to isomorphism, i.e., IG(~r)l = 1. 
In this case :t is called unigraphical nd its realizationma unigraph. Unigraphical 
sequences of length n are recognized in time O(n) [16, 24]. The structure of 
unigraphs is exhaustingly described in [24]. It is also proved there that the 
inequalities 
(2, 3) "-2 <~ u. ~< (2, 6)" 
hold for the number u. of n-vertex unigraphs. In particular, all threshold [13, 14], 
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matroidal and matrogenic graphs [12] are known to be unigraphs, so these three 
properties are trivially forcible. Note that a threshold graph without isolated 
vertices is determined not only by the sequence but also by the set of degrees of 
its vertices, that is for every finite non-empty set S of positive integers there exists 
a unique threshold graph with the degree set S [22]. 
Among other forcible properties we note splitness [15, 21], box-thresholdness 
[26], decomposability in the sense of composition introduced in [21]. The 
splittance of a graph is also an invariant of tile corresponding graphical sequence 
[15]. 
The list of forcible properties may be increased by putting some restrictions on 
graphical sequences. A priori every property P may be called forcible if only such 
are considered that 
G(z)~G(P). (1) 
A graphical sequence z is called forcibly P-graphical if (1) holds. A survey of 
known results concerning forcibly P-graphical sequences i contained in [19]. We 
add that a description of forcibly self-complementary sequences which was begun 
in [18] has been obtained independently in [3] and [5]. Recently, forcibly 
domishold [2] sequences and their realizations have been described [17, 25]. 
Rao proposed in [20] the following general approach to the description of 
forcibly P-graphical sequences for properties P hereditary for induced subgraphs. 
For every such P there exists the set F0(P) of minimal forbidden subgraphs uch 
that G e G(P) iff none of the induced subgraphs of G belongs to Fo(P). Let Ao(P) 
be the set of graphical sequences realized by elements of Fo(P). On the set H of 
all graphical sequences the order << is defined as follows: z l  <<z2 iff there 
exists a graph in G(z2) having an induced subgraph in G(zl). Let M(P) be the 
set of minimal elements with respect o << in Ao(P). A sequence z is forcibly 
P-graphical iff M(P) contains no elements q~ such that ¢p << ~z. A theorem of 
Fulkerson, Hoffman and McAndrew [9] is used to verify the last condition. It is 
not easy to find M(P). The conjecture of the finiteness of M(P) is formulated in 
[20]. If M(P) is known and no additional considerations are used, then time 
c((n) • n(n - r)2r 2 + n), where r is the maximum length of sequences from M(P) 
and n is the length of the tested sequence, is necessary for the verification of the 
Rao's criterion (see the remark in Section 7). 
By imposing some additional conditions on P, we can extend the investigation 
of forcibly P-graphical sequences. We study forcibly P-graphical sequences for 
properties P which satisfy the following conditions: 
(A) If G e G(P) and H is an induced subgraph of G, then H e G(P); 
(B) If F,G ~ G(P) and (F, A, B) is a polar graph in the sense of [21], then the 
composition (F, A, B)o G (in the sense of [21]) also belongs to G(P). 
Here these properties are called hereditary (unlike [20] where only (A) is 
necessary). Such P-graphical sequences are studied on the basis of the decom- 
position theory proposed in [21]. This often permits one to simplify a problem by 
reducing it to the indecomposable case. 
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Characterizations of forcibly P:graphical se/tuences for hereditary properties P
which are major types of chordal graphs are obtained in this article; namely, P is 
one of these four properties: (/'1) chordality, (/'2) strong chordality, (/'3) trivial 
perfectness, (/'4) intervality. The complexity of testing is equal to 
O(n), O(klS), O(n), O(klS), 
respectively, where n is the length of the tested sequence, k is the number of its 
indecomposable components, and I is the maximum of their lengths (see Section 
2). 
The characterizations obtained permit one to see the structure of realizations of 
such sequences. The direct use of Rao's criterion in these cases requires 
cn 9, cn n ,  cn 7, cn 1° 
operations, respectively. Here c is a constant. 
Split graphs form another important subclass of the class of chordal graphs. 
The characterizations of split sequences are contained in [15, 28]. These se- 
quences are tested in linear time. 
A characterization of graphical sequences all whose realizations are com- 
parability graphs is given in [27]. 
2. Notation and preliminary facts 
VC and EG denote the sets of vertices and edges of a graph G, respectively; if 
U c_ VG, then G(U) is the subgraph induced by U; t~ is the complement of G; 
x(G) is the sequence realized by G. For u,v e VG, u ~ v (u + v) means that u 
and v are (are not) adjacent. For v e VG, U ~_ VG, the set of vertices in U 
adjacent to v is denoted by Adu(v); the degree of a vertex v in U is 
degH v = IAdu(v)l. If H is a subgraph of G, then we write degH v and AdH(v) 
instead of degvH v and Advn(V), respectively. (Here v is not necessarily in VH.) 
K(A) is the complete graph with the set of vertices A, K(A, B) is the complete 
bipartite graph with the parts A and B. C, and P, are the n-vertex cycle mad the 
simple path, respectively; mK2 means m edges without common vertices. 
Let G be a graph. If there exists a partition 
VG = A U B, (2) 
such that A is a clique and B is an independent set (i.e., G(A) and G(B) are 
complete and empty, respectively), then G is called a split graph and (2) is called 
a polar partition. The triple (G, A, B) is called a polar graph. Split graphs have 
been introduced independently in [7] and in [23] (where they are called polar). 
Let (G,A, B) and (H, C, D) be polar graphs and let f:G--->H be a graph 
isomorphism. If f (A)= C, then f is called a polar isomorphism of polar graphs 
(G, A, B) and (H, C, D). Let ~ be the set of polar graphs distinguished up to 
polar isomorphism and let (g be the set of ordinary graphs distinguished up to 
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A graph isomorphic to a graph of intersections of intervals of the real line is 
called an interval graph. 
Proposition S ([10]). For a graph G, the following three statements are equivalent: 
1) G is an interval graph; 
2) G contains no chordless cycle C4 and its complement G is a comparability 
graph; 
3) The maximal cliques of G can be linearly ordered such that for every vertex 
of G, the maximal cliques containing ~g occur consecutively. 
Lemma 3. Each of the following five properties is hereditary: (P0-(P4) and (Ps) 
comparability. 
Proof. Let P be one of first three properties. It is evident that P satisfies 
condition (A) (Section 1). It can be readily verified that all of the forbidden 
subgraphs in F0(P) ((7, with n > 3, T, with n > 2 and P4) are indecomposable, soP 
also satisfies condition (B). 
For property Ps, (A) is again evident. Let 
F= (G, A,  B)oII, (5) 
where G and H are comparability graphs and let G' and H'  be the corresponding 
transitive orientations. In order to construct a transitive orientation F '  of F, we 
orientate its edges as follows. Arcs of G' and H'  are preserved. Let a e A, 
v e VH. If (a, b) is an arc of G'  or G has no edge ab, a e A, b e B, then (a, v) is 
an arc of F'. If (b, a) is an arc of G', b e B, then (v, a) is an arc of F'. (a, bl) and 
(b 2, a), bl, b2eB,  cannot appear simultaneously, so the procedure is well 
defined. 
The property P4 remainsl If (5) holds, then F = (t~, B, A)o/~. Hence P4 is 
hereditary since PI and/'5 are and the lemma is proved. [] 
Lemmas 2 and 3 imply that the problem of the characterization of forcibly 
P-graphical sequences for these five properties (/ '1- Ps) is reduced to the 
indecomposable case in linear time. 
3. Forcibly chordal sequences 
Theorem 1. For a nonincreasing indecomposable nonsplit sequence 
~r-" (dl, d2, . . . , dm) 
the three following statements are equivalent: 
1) ~/s forcibly chordal; 
(6) 
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2) Either d4 -- 1, or d4 > 1 and fo r  k = max{i: di > 1} 
k 
d, = k (k  - 1) + m - k - 2, (7)  
i=1  
3) at/s forc ib ly  strongly chordal.  
Before giving the proof, we present a useful lemma, and this requires the 
following notation. 
Below we do not distinguish between graphical sequences which are obtained 
from each other by permutations of their members. All sequences are assumed to 
be non-increasing. The last member of a sequence :t is denoted by l(at). 
Let (6) be a sequence of nonnegative integers, d~<~m- 1. The derived 
sequence at' is the non-increasing sequence with members d l -  1 , . . . ,  dam-  1, 
dab+l, .  • • ,  dm-~. It is known that at is graphical iff at' is [29]. 
Let at be a graphical sequence of length m without zeros. We inductively define 
the series of sequences 
'Tg'm~ 'TLrm- - l~  - • • ~ at l  
and of graphs 
(8) 
G~ c G2 c " " c Gm (9) 
as follows: atm = at, ati-1 = at;, G1 is an isolated vertex vl and Gi+l is a realization 
of ati+~ obtained from Gi by the addition of a new vertex vi+~ adjacent o the 
corresponding l(ati+~) vertices of (3,.. Finally, let 
l(ati) = li, degc, v = degi v. 
Lemma 4. For s = 1, m - 1, the fo l lowing  four  condit ions hold: 
1) I f  u ,v  ~ VGs, u ~ vs, v 4. vs, then deg~ v ~< degs u; 
2) I f  u, v ~ VGs, deg, u >I degs v + 2, w ~ VGm\VQ,  w ~ v, then w ~ u; 
3) I f  v e VGs, then deg~ v ~> ls+x - 1, and v -vs+~ i f  equality holds; 
4) I f  ats has a member  greater than 1, then ls > O. 
Proof. 1) and 3) are evident. 
2) If u,v  ~ VGs, deg~ v + 2 ~< deg~ u, then clearly deg~+l u I> degs+l o + 1. 
Then 1) implies that vs+l -u  if vs+l -  v, i.e., 
deg,+l u >~ deg,+l v + 2. (10) 
Now let w ~ VGm\VGs ,  w ~ v. 
For a suitable k > s we have w = Vk, and (10) holds (here the index s + 1 is 
replaced by k). Analogously we obtain Vk ~ U. 
4) Let (8) have a sequence ats containing both zeros and integers greater than 
1, and let s be the largest number with this property. Then s <m and ats+~ 
contains integers greater than 1 (ats contains such integers), and so ls+l >0.  If 
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v e VGs, deg~ v = 0, then, by 3), ls+~ = 1 and v,+l is adjacent in G,+I to v only. 
But Gs÷~ has vertices of greater degree, which contradicts 1). [] 
Proof of Theorem 1. 1) ~ 2). In (6); m > 3 and d= > 0. Now assume 1 holds and 
2 does not. We construct series (8) and (9) for at. It is evident that all & are 
forcibly chordal. Consider two cases. 
Case 1. There exists i > 3 such that the 4th member of & is equal to 1. Let p be 
the maximum such i. Then p < m. Set 
We have 
atp = (al, . . . , ap) and att,+l = (b l , . . . ,  bp+l). 
a4 = 1 and b4 > 1, (11) 
so Lemma 4 implies that 0 < bp+l <~ a4 + 1 = 2. 
First let bp+l = 1. It follows from (11) that bi = 2, i = 1,4 and b5 = 1. Since atp+l 
is graphical, then the sum of its members is equal to the even integer p + 5. 
So p -  3 is even too. The graph (24 tO ½(p-  3)K2 (the union of graphs with 
disjoint sets of vertices) is a nonchordal realization of atp÷x, and we have come to 
a contradiction. Thus bp+l = 2. Since a4 = 1, then b2 =p + 1 ~< 6, and p + 1 = 5 if 
b~ > 2 (Lemma 4). The following situations are possible: 
(a) p + 1 = 5, at5 = (4, 2'), 
(b) p + 1 = 5, at5 = (25), 
(c) p + 1 - 6, at5 = (26), 
(dm means that d appears in the sequence m times). Cs and C6 are nonchordal 
realizations of atp+l in the situations (b) and (c), respectively. In the situation (a), 
(75 is obtained from two triangles with a common vertex. By Lemma 4, u is 
adjacent o every vj, j =p  + 2,m; i.e., u is adjacent o every other vertex in Gm. 
The latter contradicts indecomposability and so Case 1 is impossible. 
Case 2. Let 14 I> 2. Then by Lemma 4, 14 ~< 3 and at3 = (2, 12) o r  (23). In the first 
of these at = (24) and (74 = C4 is a nonchordal graph. Let at3 = (23). There exists 
s I> 3 such that ls+~ #: s, since otherwise GI  would be split (a complete graph). We 
take the minimum such s and again consider two possibilities. 
(a) 0 < ls+~ = s - t, t > 1. By Lemma 4,/,+2 <~ s - t + 1. If/,+2 = s - t + 1, then 
13s+ 2 ~ 'Us+ 2. Let  
a=adr,+,(vs+O. (12) 
By Lemma 4, A--vs+2. For aeA,  deK,+2a=s+l ,  and for all beVG~+2\A,  
deg,+2 b ~< s - 1. 
Again by Lemma 4, this implies that for p =s  + 3, m either Adr,,(vv) cA  or 
AdG,.(vv)D_A. The latter contradicts indecomposability, so l~+2<~s-t. We 
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suppose that q is the maximum of i such that di ~s -  t and Adcm(vi_ l )g  VGs. 
Then also AdG,~(Vq) c VGs, since otherwise, by Lemma 4 
vq~A,  l q>~l+[A l= l+s- t ,  
which contradicts the definition of q. 
Let q < m. If lq+l = s -  t + 1, then by Lemma 4, Vq+~  (VGq\VGs) and then 
Vq+l ~ A; i.e., 
lq+l >I IA[ + IVGq\Va, I >t s - t + 2, 
which is impossible. Consequently, lq+l ~< s - t is a contradiction to the choice of 
q. Thus q = m and for each vertex v in VGmXVGs, Adc,,(v) ~_ VG,. 
We also see that Gs is a complete graph, and this contradicts the no nsplitness of 
Gm. 
Let 1~+1 = s - 1 and let A be defined by (12). For convenience we suppose that 
vs e A, i.e., deg~+l vs = s - 1. If/s+2 = s, then by Lemma 4 v~+2- {vs, v~+~}. But 
then vs+2 ~ A, ls+2 = s + 1, since otherwise Gs+2 would contain the induced cycle 
C4 and would not be chordal. Thus/s+2 <s ,  and without loss of generality, we 
assume that vs+2 ÷ vs. We again consider two cases: 
(a) ls+2 = s -  1. If vs+2 ÷Vs+l, then vs+2-A ,  and in G~+2 the degres of all 
vertices from A are s + 1. Then by Lemma 4, for q = s + 2,m, Adc..(vq) ~_ A or 
Adc,,(Vq) D_ A,  which is impossible. Thus, vs+2-  Vs+l. 
Let 
B = Ada(vs+2), C = A U {v,+x}. (13) 
We have B 4: t~ since IBI = s - 2 > 0. There exists p such that s + 3 ~<p ~< m and 
vp is adjacent o at least one vertex from VGp_~\C. We take the minimum of such 
p. For j=s+3,  p -1 ,  
lj > s, Adcm(v]) ~ C. 
So lp < s. If some of the ve~ices E = {v~+3, •• •, vp_~} are adjacent not only to 
vertices in B, then in G~,_I at least s - 1 vertices from G have degree greater than 
s. Let D be the set of these vertices. By Lemma 4 
vp "~ O, l .  >~ [Ol + l = s. 
This implies v t, ~ VGt,_~\C, l~, > s, which is impossible. 
Suppose now that vertices in E are adjacent only to vertices in B. By Lemma 4 
and the definition of %, we note that vp -  B and, consequently, the degrees of 
vertices of B in G~, exceed the degrees of other vertices by at least 2. This implies 
the decomposability of Gm and so gives a contradiction. 
(b) Let 0 < Is+2 ~< s - t, t > 1 and let B be defined by (13). First we suppose that 
1Is+2 + {/3s+1, /]s}" 
Let p be the minimum i such that vi is adjacent to some vertex in VGi_IKA and 
s + 3 ~< i ~< m (such a p exists). Then by Lemma 4, vj, ~ B, lp >t [B[ + 1 = s - t + 1, 
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vp-vs+2, v -A ,  lp~lA[=s,  and this is impossible. If l / s+2- -{1)s+l ,  Vs}, then 
v,+2 ~ A, since otherwise G,+z would contain the induced cycle C4. 
Thus, without loss of generality, we suppose 
Us+ 2 ~ Us+l ,  Us+2 "/-" Us. 
Then IBI - t - 1. If s - t - 1 = 0, then at least three vertices in Gs+2 (A and 
v~+l) have degree greater than 2. By Lemma 4 we obtain 
l s+2=Is+3=. . .=lm=l ,  
Gm(VGm\VG~+I) is the empty graph and k = s + 1; i.e., :r satisfies (7). This is a 
contradiction, and so B = 8. 
As above, we set C=AU{v~+I}. Let q be the minimum i such that 
s + 3 ~ i <~ m and •i is adjacent o a vertex from VGi_~\C (q exists since Gm is 
nonsplit). Let D = {vs+2, •• •, Vq_l}, D =/= f£ If Vq is adjacent to some vertex from 
D, then 
vq-C ,  lq>~s + l, 
which is impossible. Thus Vq ÷ D, Vq ~ v~, and so lq <~ s - t, Vq - B (by Lemma 4) 
and Vq ÷ (C\B). If D has vertices adjacent o vertices of C\B, then their degrees 
in Gq are greater than s, which is impossible since Vq ÷ (C\B). Consequently, 
degrees of vertices of B in Gq exceed those of other vertices at least by 2. 
By Lemma 4 for i =q + 1,m, Adc.(vi)~_B or Ad6.(vi)D_B. This gives a 
contradiction. 
2) ~ 3). Suppose that 2) holds and :r has a realization which is not strongly 
chordal. Since G has a cycle of length greater than 3, then d4 > 1 and (7) holds. 
Let V2 be the set of vertices of G of degree 1, let VG = V1 U V2 be a partition, 
and let t be the number of edges in G(VO. Then 
k m 
k(k -1 )+m-k-2=~,d i<-2t+ ~, d i=2t+m-k ,  
i=1 i=k+l 
which implies that 2t I> k(k -  1) -  2; i.e., G(V 0 is either complete or lacks one 
edge from being complete. In either case, G is strongly chordal and the theorem 
is proved. [] 
It is evident that every split graph is chordal, and so every split sequence is 
forcibly chordal. The criterion of the splitness of a graphical sequence is known 
[15, 28], so a full characterization of forcibly chordal graphical sequences is 
obtained. 
4. Forc ib ly strongly chordal  graphical  sequences  
For indecomposable nonsplit graphical sequences, the conditions of forcible 
chordality and forcible strong chordality coincide and are described in Theorem 
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1. Indecgmposable split sequences remain. Their characterization is based on a 
modification of Rao's theorem [20]. Let 
qg=(c l , . . . , cp )  and ~p=(d l , . . . ,dq)  (14) 
be sequences of nonnegative integers. The pair (qg; ~p) is called graphical if there 
exists a bipartite graph G(A, B) with partite sets A and B such that IAI =p, 
IBI --- q, cp are the degrees of vertices in A, and dl, . . . .  , dq are the same 
for B. G(A, B) is called a realization of the pair (qg; lp). We denote the set of 
graphical pairs by B/7. 
A partial order << is determined on BFI analogous to the case of /7 (see Section 
1). Let (q0i; lp~)e B/7, i = 1,2. If some realization G(A, B) of the pair (q%; ~P2) 
has an induced subgraph H(C, D), with C _c A and D _c B, which realizes the pair 
(~0~; ~)  then ((~1; ~1) << ((]92; ~P2)" 
Let at be an indecomposable split sequence of length greater than 1. For such a 
at the polar partition at = (atA; atB) is uniquely determined [21]. A graphical pair 
b(at) is determined by at as follows. Let IAI = P and atA = (al, • • •, ap). It is clear 
that as >I p - 1. We set 
C i = ai -p  + 1, q0 = (C l ,  . . . , Cp),  
and obtain the graphical pair (tp; ~p)=b(at). This establishes the following 
lemma. 
Lemma 5. f f  ati (i = 1, 2) are indecomposable split sequences, then the statements 
atl <( at2 and b(atl) << b(at2) are equivalent. 
In the case where P is either P1 or P2 the set of minimal sequences 
M(P) (Section 1) is easily determined. 
Lemma 6. 
M(P1) = {(24), (2s), (26)} and M(P2) = {(24), (2s), (26), (43, 23), (54, 2')}. 
Proof. Fo(PD = {C,: n > 3}, and Ao(P0 = {(2"): n > 3}. By Proposition 2
Fo(P2)={C,, Tm: n > 3, m > 2} and 
Ao(P2) = {(2"), ((m + 1) m, 2m); n > 3, m > 2}. 
But for n >6, the sequence (2") is realized by the graph C40 C.-4 and 
(2') << (2"). 
Let m > 4, F = C6 O C~-6  be bipartite graph with partite sets A and B, and 
let G be the graph obtained from F by the addition of all edges of the complete 
graph K(A). Then G realizes the sequence ~r = ((m + 1), 2 m) and contains the 
induced subgraph T3. Hence, (4 3, 5 3) << at. [] 
Theorem 2. An indecomposable split sequence at is forcibly strongly chordal iff 
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none of  the fol lowing two conditions holds: 
2 << (2', 2') << (15) 
The proof follows from Rao's theorem (Section 1), Lemmas 5 and 6 and the 
splitness of every subgraph of a split graph. 
The conditions (15) can be verified with the help of the following result. 
Theorem 3. Let (tp; Ip), (a~; r )  e BI1, where q9 = (al, . . . , ap), ~p = (bl, . . . , bq), 
o~ = (dl, . . . , dn) and fl = (ll, . . . , Ira) are non-increasing sequences, n <<- p, m <~ q 
and d: - dn <- 1, ll - lm <- 1. Then (tr; r )  << (tp; ~p) iff there exist integers s, t, 
0 <~ s ~p - n, 0 <- t <~ q - m, such that the fol lowing inequalities hold: 
ai>~di_s, i=s+l , s+n,  b~>~li_t, i=t+l , t+m,  
j l i2+ i j2+i2 j2~ ~ (a i -d i - s )+ E (b i - l i - t )  + ~ ai+ E b , - f ,  (16) 
iE l  1 ieJ! i~12 ieJ2 
where 
f= Ef-~l a i= Eq_=lbj, i=  1 =O,n,  A=O,m,  i2=O,p-n ,  ]2=O,q-m,  
12 is the set of  the least i2 integers among 1 , . . . ,  s, s + n + 1 , . . . ,  p, 
J2 is the set o f  the least 12 integers among 1 , . . . ,  t, t + m + 1 , . . . ,  q. 
11 is the subset of  the il indices f rom {s + 1 , . . . ,  s + n} corresponding to the i~ 
greatest integers among {as+l - dl, • • •, as+,, - d,,}, 
J1 is the subset of  the jl indices f rom {t + 1 , . . . ,  t + m} corresponding to the Jl 
greatest integers among {bt+l - l:, . . . , bt+ m - lm}. 
The proof will be given below. 
Let ~t = (dl,  • • •, dm) be a nonincreasing sequence of nonnegative integers, let 
tp be the subsequence with the first and the last numbers dk and dl respectively. If
di e qg, d l< di < dk, then di is called a separating element of qo with respect o :r. 
We denote by s~(tp) the number of separating elements for given :r and tp. 
A bipartite graph G(A,  B) is called almost-regular if the degrees of its vertices 
contained in one of the parts A or B differ at most by 1. 
Lemma 7. Let some realization of  a graphical pair (tp; V)(q9 and ap are 
non-incrdasing ) contain an induced almost-regular subgraph H. Then there exists a 
realization F (X ,  Y)  o f  this pair which also contains H as an induced subgraph and 
satisfies the fol lowing two conditions. 
1) I f  q91 is a subsequence of  cp which consists of  the degree of  those vertices of  F 
which are contained in VHkX and if q91 is the same for  ~p and Y, then 
= = o .  
2) For every pair o f  vertices v and w contained in one part of  H, the fol lowing 
statement is true: 
(degH v > degH w) ::> (degF v >I degF w). 
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ProoL Among all realizations of the pair (qg; ~p) containing the induced subgraph 
H, we choose a realization G(X,  Y )  with minimum sum sn(G)  = s , (q91)  + s , (~P l ) .  
Le t  X = {x l ,  • • . ,  xp} ,  Y = {y~, . . . , yq} ,  degc xi  = a~, deg6 y/= b/, 
{Xi l '  " " " ' X i r '  Y J l '  " " " Yi,} = VH,  q91 = (a i l ,  . . . , a i . ) ,  ~,)1 = (b/ l ,  . . . , bi ,) ,  ai, = 
max{a i~,  . . . , a i .} ,  ais = min{a i l ,  . . . , ai, }. 
Also let sH(G)  > O, a~, > a~ ~ a~, xi  ~ VH.  We consider the two cases separately: 
Case  1. degH x i ~ degH xi,. Set 
A = AdH(x i )  N AdH(x i , ) ,  Adu(x i ) \A  = {z l ,  . . . , z , ,} ,  
AdH(x i , ) \A  = {u l ,  . . . , Um}. 
We have  n >I m.  S ince  ai, > a~, there  ex is ts  a set  o f  ver t i ces  D = {v l ,  • • • ,  Vn-m} 
such that D ~_ Adv~vH(X~, ) ,  D tq AdG(Xi)  = q). 
We def ine  the  fo l low ing  sets  o f  edges :  
Set 
E1 = {xi, uj: j = 1, m},  
EE = {xiz/ :  j = 1, m},  
E3 = {xi, v/: j = 1, n - m},  
E4 = {xiz j :  j = m + 1, n} ,  
F.l = {xi, z/: Y = l ,  m} ; 
E2 = {xiu/:  j = 1, m}; 
Fz3 = {xi, zj: j = m + 1, n} ;  
F-,4 = {x i~3 j :  J = 1, n - m}.  
a, = a -  {El u u u + u & u & u 
It is evident hat O1 is a realization of the pair (tp; ~p) containing the subgraph H 
generated by the vertices 
(X i l ,  " " " , X i t _  1, X i ,  X i t+ l ,  . . . , X i , ,  Y/,, . . . , Y/ ,} 
and sn(G1)< sH(G)  which is a contradiction. 
Case  2. degH xi  ~ degH xis. This case is also impossible. The proof is analogous to 
the preceding one. 
Thus degu xi, > degH x, > deg/~ xi,. The  latter is impossible since H is almost 
regular, which implies that SH(G)  = O. 
Let degH v -  degn w = 1, where vertices v and w are in the same part of H. 
Assume that degc w -degc  v > 0. Then 
Adhr (v )L4  = (v l ,  . . . , Vm},  Adn(w)L4  = {Wl,  . . . , Wm--1}, 
u eAdv6~vn(W) ,  u q~Adv6xvn(V) ,  A =AdI - I (V )  NAdH(w) .  
We define the following sets of edges: 
E l  = {vv i :  i = 1, m},  
E,2 = {wu,  wvi :  i = 1, m - 1}, 
E, I  --" {w~J i :  i = 1, m}; 
= {oH,  vu :  i = 1, m -- 1} 
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and set Ga = G-  {El LJ E2} + {~ tO F-a}. It is evident that (;1 is a realization of 
the pair (tp; lp) containing the induced subgraph Ha with the same set of vertices 
isomorphic to H and 
degH, w > degH1 v, degG, w = degG w > deg6, v = degc v. 
Continuing this process, we obtain a desired graph F(X,  Y). This establishes the 
lemma. [] 
Now let ~ and ~p be as in (14), and let M = (mq) be a (0, 1)-matrix of size 
p x q. The triple (tp, % M) is called graphical if there exists a labeled bipartite 
graph G(X,  Y)  with parts X = {Xx, • • . ,  xp}, Y = {Ya, • • •, Yq} such that 
degG X i = C i, degG yj = dj, i = 1, p, 
and for m o = 0, the vertices xi and yj are not adjacent. 
realization of the triple (tp, ~p, M). 
Proposition 6 ([9]). A triple (cp, % M) is graphical iff 
P q 
Z i=Zd,=I 
i=1  j----I 
and for  every I~_ {1, . . .  ,p},  J~_ {1 , . . . ,  q} 
j= l ,q ,  
G(X ,  Y)  is called a 
Proof of Theorem 3. Necessity. Let G(X,  Y)  be a realization of the pair (q0; ~p) 
containing some realization H(A,  B) of the pair (tr; fl) as an induced subgraph, 
A~_X,  Bc_Y ,  
X-"  {Xt ,  " " " ,Xp} ,  Y= {Yl,.-. , Yq} ,  degGx i=a i ,  degGY j=b# 
By Lemma 7 one may suppose that 
VH=(Xs+l , . . . ,Xs+n,  Y t+ l , . . . ,Y t+m},  O<~s<~p-n ,  O<<_t<~q-m. 
If GI(X, Y)  is obtained from G(X,  Y) by removing edges of H, then it realizes 
the triple (qg l ,  ~Pl, M) where 
cpl = (aa, • • •, as, as+l -- dx, • • • , a~+n - d,,, a~+,,+l, • • •, ap), 
1]31 "-- (bl, • • • , b ,  b,+ 1 - l l , . .  • , b,+,,, - lm,  b t+m+l ,  • • • , bq) ,  
{0 i f s+ l<- i<~s+m, /+ l<~j<- t+n,  
M = (mij), mij = __ otherwise. 
Set I =/1 U 12, J = -/1 to J2. Now inequalities (16) follow from Proposition 6. 
Sufficiency. We show that the triple (q01, ~'1, M) satisfies the conditions of 
Proposition 6. Let I and J be arbitrary subsets of the sets {1 , . . . ,p}  and 
i~l , j~J  i~ l  je J  
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{ 1 , . . . ,  q }~ respectively, 
T1 = I f'l {s + 1 , . . .  , s+n},  
ITd =il, ITd =jl, 
lad =i=, I&l =J=. 
Then (16) and the inequalities 
£ (ai -- di_s) ~ £ (ai- di_s) , 
X (bj- l j_t)>~ X (b j - l j _ t )  , 
I\T1 = &, 
T2=JA{t+I , . . . ,  t,+ m}, 
J\T = &, 
J~J1 j~T2 
£ ai ~ £ ai, £ bj >~ £ bj 
i~12 i~S1 jeJ2 j~S2 
imply (17). Thus (qg~, ~,  M) is a graphical triple. Let G(X, Y) be its realization. 
We add to G edges of some realization of the pair (tr; fl) with the parts 
. . . , xs+, ,} ,  . . . , Y ,+m},  
and obtain a realization of the pair ((p; ~p). In fact, this means (aqfl)<< 
[] 
5. Forcibly interval, graphical sequences 
Theorem 4. (i) An indecomposable split graphical sequence is forcibly interval iff 
none of the following three conditions holds: 
(23; 23) << b (at), (13; 13) << b(at), (22, 12; 23) << b(at). 
(ii) An indecomposable nonsplit non-increasing graphical sequence at= 
(dl, d2, • . . ,  d,) is forcibly interval iff one of conditions (18), (19) below holds: 
d 3 ~ 2, d4 = 1, (18) 
at = ((k - 1) k, 12), k > 3 (19) 
Proof. (i) Let G be split. Then G is chordal and (~ is split. Propositions 5 and 4 
imply that G is interval iff G has no induced subgraph/-/1, HE, Ha by Proposition 
4. The result follows from Rao's theorem [20] and Lemma 5. 
(ii) Let at be a forcibly interval indecomposable nonsplit nonincreasing 
graphical sequence. Then at is forcibly chordal and, consequently, statement 2 in 
Theorem 1 is true. First assume d4 = 1. 
Using [1] it is not difficult to show that for d3 > 2, at has a realization G with a 
cycle. Since d 4 = 1, the length of this cycle is 3 and each of its vertices is adjacent 
to at least one vertex of degree 1. Consequently, G contains an induced subgraph 
H2 which is impossible. 
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Now assume d4> 1 and let k = max{i: di >I 2}. Assume (7) holds. Since :r is 
nonsplit, it must have a realization G with two components /(2 and (H, A, B) 
where IAI = k and the degrees of vertices of B are equal to 1. G has no induced 
subgraph H2, so at most two vertices from A have degrees other than k - 1. Let 
Vl, v2 ~ VH, deg vi = k - 1, i = 1, 2, VK2 = {wl, w2}, 
and let G~ be obtained from G by removing edges v~v2 and w~w2 and adding 
edges vlw~, v2w2. Then Vl and v2 are adjacent o vertices of degree 1 in G~. 
Proposition 5 (statement 3) implies that only these vertices in G1 possess this 
property. The necessity of (ii) is thus proved; its sufficiency follows from 
Proposition 5. [] 
6. Forcibly trivially perfect graphical sequences 
Theorem 5. (i) A split sequence is forcibly trivially perfect iff it is threshold. 
(ii) An indecomposable nonsplit non-increasing graphical sequence 
(dl, . . . , d,,) is forcibly trivially perfect iff d2 = ' "= d,, = 1. 
Proof. (i) It follows from the criteria of splitness [7, 8] and thresholdness [4] of a 
graph in terms of forbidden subgraphs that a split graph is threshold iff it has no 
induced subgraph P4- The same is true for split trivially perfect graphs 
(Proposition 3). 
(ii) Let :r be forcibly trivially perfect. Then it is forcibly chordal [12] and 
statement 2 of Theorem 1 holds. If (7) holds then :r is realized by a connected 
graph G with the following properties: V2 is the set of vertices of degrees 1, 
V1 = VG\V2 and G(V1) is the complete graph with edge VtV2 missing. Since G is 
not split, v~ and v2 are adjacent o vertices of degree 1, i.e., G contains P4 as an 
induced subgraph. Which is a contradiction. 
Let d4 = 1. If G has a cycle, then the connected component F~ containing this 
cycle is split, so G has another component F2. Replacing edges ab and cd, where 
a,b ~ VF~, c,d ~ VF2, by the edges ac and bd we obtain a realization of :r with P4 
as an induced subgraph, which is a contradiction. 
Thus an arbitrary realization of :r is a forest whose components are either stars 
Kx,,, or K2. The presence of two stars means the existence of a realization with 
the induced subgraph/'4 what is impossible, so d2 = 1. [] 
Corollary 1. Forcibly trivially perfect graphical sequences are unigraphical. 
7. The complexity of testing 
Coronary 2. The forcible P-property o f  a graphical sequence 
:r =(d l , . . . ,  dn), dl >~ " " " >I d,, 
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can be recognized in o(n)  elementary operations if P is property P1 or 1"3 and in 
O(k/5) elementary operations if P is property P2 or Pa where k is the number of 
indecomposable components of :t and l is the maximum of their lengths. 
Proof. The testing of the splitness of :r as well as the construction of its polar and 
canonical decompositions takes O(n) operations (Proposition 1). The verification 
of condition (7) from Theorem 1 also requires O(n) operations. The threshold- 
ness of a graphical sequence can be tested in time O(n) (it is threshold iff all its 
indecomposable components are single vertices [20]). For a polar sequence 
:r = (:rA;:rb), b(:r) is constructed in O([A[) operations. By Theorem 3, the 
relation (re; fl) << (q9; ~) can be verified in O(mn(p + q)p2q2) elementary opera- 
tions. The result now follows from Lemma 2 and Theorems 2 and 4. [] 
Remark. The direct testing of a forcibly P-property of by Rao's criterion requires 
cn9~ cn 11, cn 7, cn 10 
elementary operations for the four properties/'1-/'4 (c is a constant). Indeed, by 
Theorem 2, 4 [20] it is necessary to verify the conditions q9 << ~z for all q9 ~ M(P). 
Let M(P) be finite and let r be the length of the greatest sequence q0 from M(P). 
In accordance with Theorem 2, 9 [20] for the verification of conditions' q~ << at one 
has to form (~r) sequences corresponding to subsequences of :r in the certain way 
and to verify conditions (C3) [20, p. 445] for each of them. These conditions 
form a system of clrZ(n - 2) 2 inequalities where c~ is some constant. Since every 
inequality in (C3) requires czn elementary operations (Cz is a constant), the whole 
number of elementary operations required is equal to c(n(~r)r2(n-r)2+n). 
According to Lemma 6, r ~> 6 and r >I 8 for properties P~ and P2, respectively. By 
Proposition 3, r = 4 for property P3. Propositions 4 and 5 imply r t> 7 for property 
P4- [] 
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